Collaborative report of Ponds and Floating Islands

The following report is a collaborative effort of the teams assembled for the Ponds, Floating
Islands and Wetlands. No direct mission was mandated by the BOD. No specific reports on
these assets were assembled or forwarded by the previous President. Member letters of
concern were forwarded to the teams. The teams assembled and reviewed the construction
history, the maintenance history and the current conditions.

•

The new BOD, which was established in November 2020, reinstituted the use of
committees, now formed as “teams”, for oversight of MEHOA assets. The Ponds,
floating Island and Wetland teams first met in February 2021 after finding enough
volunteers to serve.

•

Of immediate concern were the exposed Geo-tube issue, overgrown floating islands,
and wetland maintenance. Exposed Geo-tubes and overgrown floating islands have
been ongoing issues since at least 2019. Since then, there seemed to be an increase in
these problems thus prompting the BOD (at that time) to request information
from Landshore and Erosion Barrier Installation (EBI) for advice. Landshore twice stated
“no problem” [see Landshore attachment dated 2/21/21 (with new
Board) still maintaining “no problem”] EBI was not available for on sight
analysis. (but, we did find a warranty [attached] stating tubes need to remain covered
for warranty to be in effect)

•

The previous BOD President refused the oversight by committee of the ponds, wetland
or floating islands; thus, no condition reports were available. After careful physical
inspections during low water levels, Team members observed that numerous areas had
visually exposed Geo tubes, sagging tubes, underpinning of tubes, damaged lot drainage
systems, erosion at some storm drain structures, lot owners' violations of maintaining
erosion barriers and shrubs/trees growing into the geo-tubes and floating islands
extremely overgrown with invasive and anti-productive plants. Of immediate concern
to the teams was the exposure detrimental to the life of Geo Tube, the stability of the
shoreline as a result of increased erosion and the cost benefit of the floating islands.

•

The Pond, Wetland, and Floating Island teams, in search of a solution for pond issues,
decided to invite many different experts to meet with us for opinions and
recommendations pertinent to our situation. To evaluate the ongoing condition of the
Ponds and Floating Islands the teams conferred with Sarasota County, Landshore Inc,
Erosion Barriers Installations, Howell Excavating, R.H. Moore Co, Pond Chair

Eldred Schrofer of Chestnut Creek Association, Pond Chair of Waterford Association and
multiple personnel from Solitude Lake Management.

•

All experts invited to talk with us concurred that a permanent shoreline solution would
be installing a hardened structure (such as rip rap or seawalls). However, because they
are cost prohibitive and may not be aesthetically acceptable we asked for any/all other
options they might suggest. (see attached notes from each meeting)
They all also discussed
• Planting failures are prevalent around the storm sewer structures.
• The failed science of the islands and the cost/benefit not being justifiable. (Most
developments and Sarasota County are removing).
• The early Geo-tube engineering and installation has proven faulty (now three tubes are
being used) and that other developments and the County installing the early
tubes systems are experiencing similar problems. It will take work to extend/protect
their life and shoreline stability.
• Our Sediment retention is the problem… in theory we need to create a sediment barrier
using plants (that will grow/’take’) or other devices, to halt the erosion of fine sediment
away from the hardened geo-tube. Fluctuating water levels and wave action will always
create erosion forces.
• That it takes a while to “experiment” with plants. Not all plantings take, even within
different areas of the same pond. Suggested choosing an experimental area (perhaps
the bull-nose by the open end of pond 1 trying options like sod, vines,
aquatic plants or different rush types).
• The notable appearance of the conspicuous lack of plantings in front of Geo-tubes.
Might this be from plants not “taking”, or from spraying? Alternate spraying
and mitigation procedures should be incorporated.
Attachments are notes compiled after each of our six meetings, Landshore’s “no problem seen”
letter, Erosion Barrier’s Warranty, a proposal from Solitude and Howell Excavating.

Summary of each Pond and Wetland Teams’ Meetings
Ponds: Don Christner and Kevin Spence
Wetlands: Don Peterson and John Rankin
Floating Islands: Sue Christner
Because of their interconnected nature of care/maintenance, it was decided that the three
teams would collaborate collectively in gaining knowledge and suggestions from experts on
asset preservation.
This is a “Summary Page”… for detailed information on each meeting see attached meeting
notes, by date.

2/22/21 Meeting #1: Mollie Holland, Sarasota County
The original style and material of Geo-tube construction has not been as successful as
originally advertised. (Now using three tube installation instead of two). Communities definitely
needs to monitor them, to preserve what we currently have.
Her suggestions:
• Sod
• Increase aquatic plantings in front of them
• Use of Coir Logs
• Rip rap
• Setting up ‘experimental areas’ with above choices and wait to see what works.
It appeared to her that the dead-zone between the tube and reeds may be the result of
incorrect weed management. (see photos on 2/22 note page)
Floating Islands:
• Said everyone jumped on the bandwagon (including the county itself). Have not proven
as effective as they hoped. Need to have a large percent of pond covered with them to
help enough and expensive to maintain.
• The County removed theirs after three years.
Our Littoral Shelf looked healthy, but there are several invasives beginning to grow. A
healthy pond helps wildlife habitat.

2/26/21 Meeting #2: Will Howell, Howell Concrete and Land Service
Will is doing extensive shoreline restoration in Chestnut Creek Development’s 14 ponds. He
came to ME to initially see what our shade issues were, but in the course of his ‘walk-around’
pointed out some other serious problems we need to address. He too mentioned the “deadzone” obviously visible, and asked about weed spraying.
Problems he pointed out in our ponds:
** Pond 1:
• The swale drain pipes between several residents properties are failing.

•

The sediment under several homeowner’s Geo-tubes is being pulled out by water action
leaving a void. The tubes could eventually ‘fall/drop’ in those areas.
** Between Ponds 1 and 2: (See photos on 2/26 note page)
• Where the cement culverts connect the two ponds there are some serious issues… The
Geo-tubes are dropping on both sides of it in pond 2, perhaps from water velocity
during rainy season.
** Ponds 1&2:
• Adjoining homeowners gutter downspout run off and weight/pressure of lawn
maintenance company’s equipment create low spots behind the tubes where they
connect with homeowners’ property.
** Pond 2:
• One of the storm drain inflow structures (monitored by reports to the County) is failing.
The nearby swale has eroded the soil at the front of the structure causing water to flow
subsurface to the culvert. If this continues it will cause expensive culvert separation.
This would not pass county inspection. (see 2/26 meeting photos)
Will’s shade producing suggestions for tubes were the same as Mollie’s, but the benefit of
speaking with him was that Chestnut Creek is actually utilizing all of these methods (in some
capacity in various ponds) and invited us to see each of them installed.
Asked him about Floating Islands:
• He said most communities have removed

3/2/21 Meeting #3: Chestnut Creek Tour, Will Howell and Eldred Schrofer
Will showed us methods of shoreline preservation (see photos 3/2) because Chestnut Creek
has stated they will never choose/use Geo-tubes again.
·
Introduced us to Eldred, who took us around to see the completed results of their efforts.
·
Eldred shared that they hired an engineer to assess each pond.
Both mentioned that aquatic plants are fussy and it takes many attempts to find ones
that are ‘happy’ in their various ponds, requiring monetary investment (often lost) and effort.
Also, the rise and fall of water with the seasons can affect plants life.

3/3/21 Meeting #4: Solitude: Alex Johnson
• Our intent was to establish what method of spraying he said was being used. He stated
that the technician ‘targets’ specific invasives using Glysophate (Round-up) and 2,4-D.
- Homeowners however have witnessed ‘blanket spraying’ practices and
the creation of a dead zone that did not exist originally (see photos). Perhaps overspraying/blowing/drifting of spray is what has also contributed to the killing of the sod?
• Alex also mentioned that if sod is underwater for a length of time, it will die. With our
rise and fall of water level during various seasons, this could be a problem. (But does it
die from drowning or from spraying?)

•

We are meeting with his district manager Matt Kramer, scheduled for 3/23/21.

3/16/21 Meeting #5: Ron Fazzalaro
• Ron was President of the BOD at Waterford when all of the Geo-tube installation was
happening. Now, they too have exposed Geo-tubes that their residents are expressing
displeasure with because of their unsightliness. He has worked extensively with
Landshore to ensure that the Geo-tubes are maintained to ensure their structural
integrity. Landshore has assured him that their exposed tubes should only be
considered a cosmetic concern, not a structural issue.
• Ron said that they have used sod on the tubes… yes, it goes brown if submerged for too
long, but it does come back depending on the type of sod used.
• They have also experienced problems with Solitude’s invasives’ spraying in the past. To
solve the problem, they now monitor all spraying performed by scheduling a date for
Solitude to spray and at that meeting date discuss what will be sprayed, how, and why.
• They also schedule periodic meetings with Landshore to check/discuss Geo-tubes.
• Like Mollie, Ron felt that the main exposed tube area at the open end of the pond on W.
Sonoma might be a good candidate for a sod ‘experiment’ esthetically attempting to
improve the look.
3/23/21 Meeting # 6: Matt Kramer, Solitude Senior Project Manager
• Matt observed the pond concerns that Alex Johnson (also of Solitude) had shared with
him after Alex’s 3/3 meeting. Obviously, the past spraying of invasives has created a
dead zone thus exposing our tubes to the sun. Matt was called in as a special projects
manager from Solitude to analyze our situation and formulate a solution proposal.
Whatever the cause, since Solitude is our pond management contractor, he wants to
work with us to find a solution.
• Matt stated that moving forward, Solitude’s pond management strategies will change.
• He suggested a different type of reed plant he believes will provide shade to the tubes
and a type of sod (for some areas) that may last. He also noticed the undermining
around the intake/outflow tunnels and mentioned that something needs to be done or
the tubes will sag/fall. Rip Rap in these areas was his best option as any type of planting
will not hold with the force of the water.
• He mentioned providing Solitude’s compensatory help with the costs would be part of
his proposal.
• (**Note: late submission of Matt’s paperwork has held up our submission) April 15th…
see attached Solitude shoreline restoration proposal with potential price reduction for
‘sole source’ restoration including the soft rush.
• As our contractor, Solitude provides plants from their own farm, installation of aquatic
plants, and installation of rip rap.

ADDITIONAL NOTE:
On February 3, 2021, Richard Paolillo from Landshore met with President Tom Ushio to discuss
shoreline stabilization. In his letter dated February 5th, Richard stated that the geo-tube
installation on Pond 1 is in good condition. (Landshore was the original installation company for
Pond 1.) That once the water level returns there will be no exposure. “At this time, we do not
recommend any additional items for coverage (sod, plantings, rip-rap, etc). The only purpose
these items would serve is aesthetics and would not contribute much to the longevity of the
installation”.
Pond 2: These Geo-tubes were installed by Erosion Barriers (not Landshore). In looking at their
warranty statement (attached), they state that sod is necessary for warranty to be effective.
They were not willing to come and inspect after we sent them photos and requested a meeting;
however, the other experts who addressed our concerns pointed out slipping tubes and erosion
at the confluence of the culverts between ponds 1 and 2. Normal plant growth will not survive
in proximity of all storm drain entries and all suggested some type of hard surface (ie.rip-rap)
for these areas.

Collaborative Team Meeting with Sarasota County Representative Mollie Holland
Purpose: Discussing Pond, Floating Islands and Wetlands
February 22nd 2021
In attendance: Don Peterson, Don Christner, John Rankin, Sue Christner
The Teams are in the process of assessing and finding solutions for the exposed geo-tubes around ponds
one and two, dealing with floating islands, and gaining information to maintain and promote a quality
pond and wetland environment. This will be a multi-meeting process asking for help/suggestions of
those knowledgeable in this area… using several experts’ information/advise to pass on their
suggestions for asset preservation to the BOD.
It will also be an opportunity for the team members to educate themselves as to the care and
maintenance of one of Mission Estates most valuable assets.
Discussion Summary: Mollie Holland SRQ Neighborhood Environmental Stewardship Team
Coordinator
Being very familiar with our geo-tube project, the MEHOA geo-tubes were some of the first installed,
and back then, only two layers were used as standard practice. Now there are newer materials, methods
of installation and applications. Using three tubes is current practice, but they continue to find that the
sod still needs to be replaced each year (at a cost) in those ponds where the water level is not
controlled, which is our situation. Alternatively, at additional cost, failures have indicated a need for a
sand/sediment barrier.
As water rises and falls the sediment is carried away from the face of the hardened surface of the Geotube, as well as the two tube layers causing the ‘tube wall’ to drop at a steeper angle. Tube movement
along with wave action continues to exacerbate the erosion process. Water from abutting homeowners’
land [irrigated yards and downspout streams] heads towards the pond [seeking lower level] as well as
the weight of the mowers pushing on the tubes is adding to this problem. The original sod placement
and shoreline plantings have failed to hold the gradual slope. Other communities have experienced the
same (and worse) results in the same attempt to mitigate erosion and hold the shoreline.
The Geo-tube companies touted a 20 year guarantee, but many communities who installed them when
they first came out (approx. 2011) are experiencing catastrophic failure because of poorer technology,
deficient installation and misapplications.(The two she mentioned were Waterford and Venetian Falls.)
On top of that, exposure to Florida sun will definitely shorten the life of the tubes.
Our teams’ impression from her message… Basically that the original style and material of construction
has not been as successful as originally advertised. Something definitely needs to be done to preserve
what we currently have.
Teams’ question then posed to her:
“What can be done to keep the sun off the tubes and prevent them from weakening and bursting open
while preventing the shoreline changes still being experienced?”
Mollie’s Suggestions/Ideas:
• Covering with sod. However, when the water rises during the rainy season the sod will be killed
thus requiring frequent replanting, making it costly.

The current hard shoreline formed by the tubes is not a plantable surface. Sod will not
survive submerged in water.
• Plant tall plants in front of existing geo-tubes to provide more shade.
Tubes are unplantable, and if they split, the soil/sand inside spills out.
The current practice of our pond maintenance company spraying the shoreline torpedo
grass may actually be taking away a lot of the natural protection of other vegetation.
The question was raised, is the blanket spraying done to control the torpedo grass and
other invasives or why else might they be doing it? (Suggested to ask Solitude)
• Rip-rap. The county looks differently at this solution because it’s less ‘natural’. There needs to be
an underlining placed first, there is no water quality benefit, the angle is important (needs to be
done correctly), and sometimes the rocks do not stay as placed. Complaints often include
aesthetics, cost, the possibility of snakes and rodents. But, it is a one-time permanent fix to
solve the issues well into the future with minimal maintenance.
• Coir Logs (made of coconut fiber)… like a Tootsie Roll, filled with soil from the pond.
Coir Logs are a relatively new idea for protecting shorelines. They act as a protection
barrier placed during lowest water level (usually May). There are multiple methods of
installation. They would be laid away from the geo-tubes about two feet, and then
backfill soil is filled in towards the geo-tube. Pond soil is very fine and makes dense
compaction preventing plants from establishing strong root systems within the pond
itself therefore, at a cost, the backfill would be need to be a soil material more
conducive for plants to make successful root systems, but ensures more success.
Aquatic plants (survivable in varying depths of water) are then planted, at an additional
cost, in the backfill and coir logs themselves. They would not only create shade for the
geo-tube but their roots and the hardening soil around them would reestablish the
shoreline and a sediment barrier.
Geo-tubes may or may not need to be covered with sod depending on the size and
placement of the coir logs and backfill. Coir logs will be visible for a year or two until
they naturally biodegrade. Plants that do not ‘take’ would have to be replaced (perhaps
several times) until varieties are found that are effective/successful making them
potentially more costly than originally believed. Maintenance costs and success of this
system is unknown as it’s experimental to date. The survivability of the sediment barrier
beyond thirteen months to two years is also unknown.
Mollie thought that setting up “experiment areas” with a few of the ideas allowing them to go through
a complete year (or more) to see what might work best could be a viable option to help determine a
successful solution. But this too would take time and our tubes would continue to weaken.
Next topic of discussion… Floating Islands:
Team’s question: “Are they providing enough benefit vs. cost ratio to make them worth keeping.”
Mollie’s response:
• Many HOA’s jumped on the bandwagon before knowing a lot about them… even the county
used them in one of their ponds, and ‘learned’ of their shortcomings. (The county removed their
islands after three years because of cost and maintenance issues)
• Hard to maintain… can’t get at the middle, get very weedy, weeds also drop a layer that builds
on island and then washes into the water adding to negative water quality.

•
•
•
•

Expensive… to have the most benefit should be replanted every six months. Even after a year,
costly. The plastic material becomes brittle and needs repairing. Plastics from these islands, and
the small plant pots (which should not have been used) end up in the pond.
Research has shown that at least 10%-20% of the pond needs to be covered with islands to get
enough nutrient removal to be beneficial.
They move/drift in windy weather and need to be “repositioned” in the pond.
They should be placed closer to the inflow structures (in theory) to ‘catch/trap’ nutrients as they
enter the pond.

“Can we realize the same pond benefits without the islands?”
Mollie’s response:
• Our pond is looking really healthy… is this because of the islands? Mollie said it is probably
because of a combination of several things with not necessarily ‘the greatest’ benefit coming
from the islands.
Homes bordering the pond need to continue being vigilant with fertilizer, water run-off,
the erosion barrier and yard maintenance.
Our Littoral Shelf is looking good and is helping with water quality.
• There was discussion of wildlife seen ‘enjoying’ the islands, but there is an abundance of
preserve area on the far side of the pond where the wildlife can still have their needs met. It was
also brought up that the turtles eat the shoreline vegetation that we are hoping to grow more of
to protect the tubes.
• Potentially if pulled out, some of the plants from the island could be repurposed along the
shoreline, but history has shown within our development (and others) extremely limited success
because of the pond sediment. The current islands are weed infested… perhaps a few useable
plants remain below the weeds, but do not/probably would not reestablish well if reused.
• Because it’s expensive to replant, and because unsightly, it was asked about just trimming them
down instead of replanting. Mollie said that as the plants age, they produce less benefit, but
may continue to provide ‘some’ benefit to our habitat.
Below are photos taken during the original installation. Next photos show the exposed tubes, but also
the open ‘buffer’ between the tubes and tall grasses (WHY?...our question(and blanket spraying) for
Solitude).

Collaborative Team Meeting with Will Howell, Howell Concrete and Land Service, Englewood
Purpose: To learn more about shoreline restoration/preservation options using an installer’s expertise
02/26/2021
In attendance: Kevin Spence, Don Christner, John Rankin, Sue Christner
We invited Will Howell (recommended by Moore Co., the distributer of Coir Logs) to meet with us to provide his
knowledge of/experience with shoreline restoration. The meeting was originally intended to gain information on
some of the shading methods suggested by Mollie Holland (SRQ County) which he has had experience with
installing; however, as we walked both ponds with him, several other serious issues with the Geo-tubes (beyond
creating shade to prevent Geo-tube deterioration) were pointed out. Basically, there are some physical
problems around the tubes that need to be addressed soon or the Geo-tubes will fail.
•

•
•
•
•

•

Will’s Observation/Inspection:
The drain pipes from the swale between each homeowners property (which were put in as part of the original
Geo-tube installation) are disconnected. The type used are corrugated and do not hold up… Will uses PVC.
Several drain boxes installed in the swale are covered with weeds/grass and/or broken from heavy grass
mowing equipment. In at least one location the corrugated drain line from the swale collection box has failed
causing wash-out (underpinning) of the sand under the Geo-tube.
There is hollow space under the bottom tube. Using a stick, he demonstrated that it is about 12-16 inches empty
going back. Tubes will soon drop/fail.
On abutting homeowners’ land, where their yards meet the back side of the tube, there are deep ruts (the land
is caving in) caused by gutter downspout runoff (and excessively heavy rainstorms—some worse than others-that will continue to deepen. (See photo of deep rut)
Exposed Geo-tubes need to be shaded/protected… the exposed radius/bulge already showing on the face of the
tube is where the split will be.
The two Ponds are connected by cement culverts. At both connecting ends of the structure there is excess
erosion as caused by water velocity flow through the culverts. The sod and protective plantings are absent and
in some cases the Geo-Tubes are beginning to sag downward in both pond 1 and 2 (See photo below of tube
already dropped… more will follow.) He mentioned that inflow and outflow structures are best approached with
Rip Rap due to the water velocity.
One of the storm drain inflow structures (monitored by reports to the County) is failing. The nearby swale has
eroded the soil at the front of the structure causing water to flow subsurface to the culvert. (See photo below) If
this continues it will cause expensive culvert separation. This would not pass county inspection.
Our Team’s question: Of all the applications you have used for similar situations, what do you believe to be
the best/most successful for both shading the Geo-tubes (our original meeting intent) and also solving the
new issues discovered during our walk-around?
Will shared that he has seen similar problems in many developments in the area. He said that he chose not to be
a Geo-tube installer years ago because he anticipated the very issues with the application that are now being
experienced. Not everything is best for everyone… cost, the number/type of problems and size of the project
need to be considered.

•

Coir Biodegradable Logs (explained more thoroughly in Mollie Holland/Sarasota County write-up).
This method provides time for plant’s roots to establish and the backfill soil to set. The Coir Logs decompose
over time and sediment may fall away from the shoreline if the plants do not establish well.

-

•

•

•

Trial and error in finding which plants ‘work’ over a number of seasons could expensive
and labor intense.
- Some may not like the look of the Coir Log
- Backfill soil between Log and Tube is costly.
- A relatively new application… unknown success.
Team asked: What if the geo-tube splits after the installation of Coir?
Will shared that the newly established shoreline holds it, but also that if the Geo-tube is shaded and protected
properly, the tube’s length of life is indeterminant. (But the creation of the shade barrier is the problem…)
Just plant tall/tight plants up close to the tubes to create shade. Unfortunately, spike rush seems to establish
best here, but has not established equally in all areas. While this suggestion could possibly remedy the sun
breaking down the tube’s fiber, it will not resolve the other Geo-tube issues we are experiencing (described
above).
Rip-Rap. Permanent (one and done), initial cost but little upkeep. The rocks are positioned on a fabric that is
shaped into a trench to keep them from sliding and to catch any sediment coming from the land. For our needs,
they would only be stacked about 3 ft high.
- Some don’t like how it looks, but if we used it, the thick grass covering that is currently
growing on the top tube would continue growing down over the rip-rap, hiding a large
portion.
- Some like to keep it white, others allow it to go natural.
Because some areas are more exposed than others, we ‘may’ be able to use a combination of methods… but
then the variety of ‘looks’ may not be appealing and there would continue to be recurring expenses each year.
Will is going to contact a local HOA (Chestnut Creek) he has done extensive work for and set up a meeting
enabling us to view the various applications first-hand.

Team asked about the Islands…
Will said most developments have removed them for all of the reasons stated in meeting with Mollie
Holland. He is willing to remove and dispose of them if that is what we decide.
** Animal burrowing hole, 2 different tube areas dropping/collapsing, Inflow structure problem and
falling/caving homeowners land behind tubes.

Howell Concrete & Land Service Inc.
Po. Box 607
Englewood, FL 34295
(941) 468-2944
Office@hclsi.com
Www.hclsi.com

4/13/21
Job Location: Mission Estates

Attn : John Rankin
Rip Rap Installation Proposal
We propose to perform the following services:
(1)

Prepare site for rip rap installation.

(2)

Install geo technical cloth on face geotube.

(3)

Install rip rap rock along shoreline as needed.
Estimated total length (2 x Ponds) 1425 linear feet.
Access will be required between homes as needed to transport materials
from the curbside to the shoreline.
Irrigation systems located in the proposed work area will needed to be
located and flagged by the association.
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Total: $25,000.00
Please note that a 50% deposit is required to schedule, mobilize and secure
materials as needed. The balance is due upon completion.
A standard utility locate will only mark public underground utilities. It is the
customers responsibility to have any private underground utilities located and
marked. This includes but is not limited to irrigation, lighting, security, pet
fencing etc. We will not be held liable for damage to unlocated underground
items.

Acceptance of Proposal
By signing below, you hereby agree to the above specifications and payment
arrangements as noted above. Alterations or deviations from the above proposal
involving any extra work will require a signed change order, and will become an
extra charge over and above the original proposal. Any unpaid balance
remaining 15 days past the date of completion will incur late fees. Unpaid
balances past 15 days will be charged a finance fee of 2.5% per month. Should
any collection action be necessary, you herby agree to be responsible for all costs
and fees associated with this process.
Sign and Return
Signature: _____________________________ Date of Acceptance: ___________

Thank You for Your Consideration
Will Howell
President
Howell Concrete & Land Service Inc.
Prices Valid For 30 Days
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Collaborative Team Meeting at Chestnut Creek Development
03/02/2021
Purpose: To see first-hand Will Howell’s shoreline restoration/preservation work on-site
where they have 14 ponds displaying a variety of shoreline restoration options.
In attendance: Don Christner, John Rankin, Sue Christner
Note: While there, we were introduced to Eldred Schrofer who is on the Chestnut Creek BOD and the
Lead for pond maintenance there
It was very educational to see so many of the prevalent erosion techniques in one location.
Coir Logs, Coir Mats, Geo-Mats, and Rip Rap.
Photos of Will’s current work at Chestnut Creek:

•
•

It was observed that if not already constructed, the installation of rip rap around all inflow and
out flow structures was prudent.
The extension of rip rap was also noted along the shoreline wherever there was a storm drain
inflow or outflow.

Introduction to Eldred Schrofer, who graciously took us on a multi-pond tour, provided even more
educational information. According to Eldred, Chestnut Creek was experiencing similar shoreline erosion
that MEHOA was dealing with before the placement of our Geo-tubes. They too chose Geo-tubes (about

the same time-frame as we did) as a remedy for their shoreline problems (in the first few ponds), but
are learning there are now issues being seen with those original Geo-tubes that must be addressed to
prevent premature failure. They have since begun utilizing other options (not Geo-tubes) as they
address each additional pond’s need for shoreline preservation.
•
•

•
•

•

•

•

Abutting homeowners’ properties are causing issues with run off, trees, faulty irrigation and
erosion barrier maintenance.
From Eldred’s experience in his 14 ponds, it was noted that he would never use Geo-Tubes
again…. They are not plantable, they are subject to underpinning erosion that causes tube
collapse and unwanted movement. They cannot be exposed to the sun and require continual
maintenance.
In most cases, they are using Coir Logs or Rip Rap to address the Geo-tubes’ issues.
Additionally it was noted that with all of the remedies they are utilizing, shoreline planting with
aquatic plants has proven difficult in determining which plants will survive and flourish in
various soils, sediment and water depths. Large water depth variations limit the selection of
suitable aquatic plant selections that may be a similar problem in Mission Estates.
The installation of Geo-Mats which Chestnut Creek is now using a lot of,(pictured above)
reconstruct a durable shoreline shape. Much less exposure to underpinning erosion and
sediment movement by means of the compartmented design. [Eldred mentioned they are being
used along-side roads in highway construction. They are so solid that huge equipment/trucks
can drive over them without problems.] Will was uncertain if they could be used at Mission
Estates because of the current slope (steep pitch) from the Geo-tube to the water.
Eldred noted that each pond was mapped for depth and shape to augment engineering
techniques for successful shoreline maintenance and reconstruction. His budget for such
projects is about $100,000 per year. The development was in excess of
700 homes)
To assist in their projects, they hired an engineer as noted below.
Laura Andrews Engineering Visions (941) 730-1456

Photos taken during Eldred’s tour with us:
You can see the variety of aquatic plants that take-hold in one pond, but not the other.
Also, Coir logs need to be staked (as shown) until they begin to biodegrade.
These Coir Logs are placed in front of the Geo-tubes. Aquatic plants didn’t really survive and flourish in
the soil-filled space between Coir and Geo-tube (as they anticipated) because of pond conditions… the
grasses’ vines just naturally grew down to the water’s edge across the soil between the Geo-tube and
Coir. As the water rises and submerges the grass (tendrils) ‘vines’ may die but because they are still
rooted and alive at the top, they ‘come back’ as the water recedes.

The next show the shoreline after the Coir logs biodegrade and the grasses grow down to
the water’s edge naturally.

Pond/Wetland Team meeting with Alex Johnson, Solitude Lake Management
(our current Ponds and Wetlands Maintenance Provider)
03/04/2021
Our intent with meeting with Alex was to learn more about the spraying practices used around our
ponds. In the past, we used Aquatics Systems (ponds)and Solitude (wetlands). They merged… Solitude
now monitors both the pond and wetland maintenance. We expressed our concern that perhaps their
methods for spraying is actually killing the very grasses/aquatics we are hoping would produce the
shade needed on the exposed tubes. There is a clear and distinct barren area from the current spike
rush aquatic plants and the exposed face of the Geo-tubes. (see photos) This seems to be the same area
of application of herbicides and the lack of aquatic plants has contributed to sediment erosion. Alex
stated they spray for Alligator Grass, Torpedo Grass, Penny Weed, Primrose, Cattails
• He says they ‘target’ the invasives only… that they do not blanket spray. (we question this)
We expressed our concern by the nature of the spraying… that it is contributing to the deterioration of
our shores. That some damage is being done from lack of herbicide control. Alex stated that they use
Glyphosate… our team asked, “isn’t that the chemical in Round-Up?”, and Alex replied, “yes”. (RoundUp doesn’t discriminate… it kills all that it comes in contact with.)
The other product they use (that is selective for only broad-leaf invasives) is called 2,4-D.
• He stated that if he stops spraying, invasives will grow in quickly. That they spray nothing on the
top of the tube… they spray over the edge into the nearby water; however, that it may be
surmised that possibly is the reason aquatic plants are not growing close to the tubes… is a ‘kill
zone’ being created?
Alex has since mentioned he has spoken to others in his company and they expressed their sod
concerns… that the fluctuating water levels will wash out the soil underneath the sod over time and can
kill the sod. Grasses usually don't survive under water either so that could be part of the reason why
there isn't much growing on the exposed banks. Since nothing can be planted into the Geo-tubes
themselves, you get what you are currently experiencing. (This is the same response we have heard in
other meetings about the problems of using sod to shade the exposed Geo-tubes… inability to survive
and thus requiring yearly replanting)
** The last photo was taken of the same pond view as the second picture not long after the Geo-tubes
were installed. NOTE: You can clearly see how the shoreline in photo two has ‘dropped’ steeply and how
gradual the shoreline slope originally was in photo three. The original sod, creating the lush shoreline,
did not last long.

SERVICES CONTRACT
CUSTOMER NAME: Melissa Stip, melissas@dodsonpropertymanagement.com
PROPERTY NAME: Mission Estates
CONTRACT DATE: April 15, 2021
SUBMITTED BY: Liz Rocque, Business Development Consultant
SPECIFICATIONS: Bank services and planting recommendations for ponds 1 and 2
This agreement (the “Agreement”) is made as of the date indicated above, and is by and between
SOLitude Lake Management, LLC (“Solitude” or the “Company”) and the customer identified above (the
“Customer”) on the terms and conditions set forth in this Agreement.
1.
The Services. SOLitude will provide services at the Customer’s property as described in Schedule A
attached hereto:
2.
PAYMENT TERMS. The fee for the Services is $6,605.00. The Customer will be invoiced by SOLitude
following completion of the Services. For any work completed or materials in storage on the customer’s
behalf at the end of each month, the company will invoice and the customer will be responsible for
paying the percent of the total work completed as of that date, less any previous deposit paid. Should
the work performed be subject to any local, state, or federal jurisdiction, agency, or other organization of
authority for sales or other taxes or fees in addition to those expressly covered by this contract, customer
will be invoiced and responsible for paying said additional taxes in addition to the fee above. Customer
agrees to pay all invoices within thirty (30) days of invoice date. The Customer will be liable for any
returned check fees and any collection costs, including reasonable attorney fees and court costs, for any
invoices not otherwise timely paid, and interest at the rate of 1% per month may be added to all unpaid
invoices. Company shall be reimbursed by the Customer for any non-routine expenses, administrative
fees, compliance fees, or any other similar expense that are incurred as a result of requirements placed
on the Company by the Customer that are not covered specifically by the written specifications of this
contract.
3.
TERM AND EXPIRATION. This Agreement is for a one-time service as described in the attached
Schedule A. Any additional services will be provided only upon additional terms as agreed to by the
parties in writing.
4.
DISCLAIMER. SOLitude is not responsible for the failure of any treatment, equipment installation, or
other work that result from dam or other structural failures, severe weather and storms, flooding, or other
acts of God that are outside of the control of SOLitude.
Customer understands and acknowledges that there are irrigation restrictions associated with many of the
products used to treat lakes and ponds. The customer is responsible for notifying SOLitude in advance of
the contract signing and the start of the contract if they utilize any of the water in their lakes or ponds for
irrigation purposes. The customer accepts full responsibility for any issues that may arise from the irrigation
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of turf, ornamentals, trees, crops, or any other plants as a result of treated water being used by the
customer for irrigation without the consent or knowledge of SOLitude.
Although there is rarely direct fish toxicity with the products used for treatment when applied at the
labeled rate, or the installation and normal operation of the equipment we install, there is a risk under
certain circumstances of significant dissolved oxygen drops. This risk is most severe in times of extremely
hot weather and warm water temperatures, as these are the conditions during which dissolved oxygen
levels are naturally at their lowest levels. Often times lakes and ponds will experience natural fish kills
under these conditions even if no work is performed. Every effort, to include the method and timing of
application, the choice of products and equipment used, and the skill and training of the staff, is made to
avoid such problems. However, the customer understands and accepts that there is always a slight risk of
the occurrence of adverse conditions outside the control of SOLitude that will result in the death of some
fish and other aquatic life. The customer also understands and accepts that similar risks would remain
even if no work was performed. The customer agrees to hold SOLitude harmless for any issues with fish or
other aquatic life which occur as described above, or are otherwise outside the direct control of the
SOLitude, unless there is willful negligence on the part of SOLitude.
While SOLitude Lake Management LLC makes every effort to thoroughly inspect the site before providing
this contract proposal or beginning any work, it is possible, without fault or negligence, that unforeseen
circumstances may arise, or that hidden conditions on the site might be found in the course of the
performance of the contract work, which would result in additional time or material costs that exceed this
contract pricing. Should this occur, the customer will be notified of these unforeseen circumstances or
conditions and be responsible for the costs associated with remedying. By signing this agreement, the
customer acknowledges that they have informed SOLitude Lake Management® of all known and
relevant current site conditions that would be reasonable to expect could affect our ability to successfully
complete the contract work.
5.
INSURANCE AND LIMITATION OF LIABILITY. Solitude will maintain general liability and property
damage insurance as necessary given the scope and nature of the Services. The Company will be
responsible for those damages, claims, causes of action, injuries or legal costs to the extent of its own
direct negligence or misconduct, and then only to an amount not to exceed the annual value of this
Agreement. In no event will any party to this Agreement be liable to the other for incidental,
consequential or purely economic damages.
6.
FORCE MAJEURE.
The Company shall not be liable for any delay in performing the Services, nor
liable for any failure to provide the Services, due to any cause beyond its reasonable control.
7.
ANTI-CORRUPTION AND BRIBERY. Each party represents that neither it nor anyone acting on its
behalf has offered, given, requested or accepted any undue financial or other advantage of any kind in
entering into this Agreement, and that it will comply with all applicable laws and regulations pertaining to
corruption, competition and bribery in carrying out the terms and conditions of this Agreement.
8.
GOVERNING LAW. This Agreement shall be governed and construed in accordance with the laws
of the state in which the Services are performed.
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9.
ENTIRE AGREEMENT. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with
respect to the subject matter and replaces any prior agreements or understandings, whether in writing or
otherwise. This Agreement may not be modified or amended except by written agreement executed by
both parties. In the event that any provision of this Agreement is determined to be void, invalid, or
unenforceable, the validity and enforceability of the remaining provisions of this Agreement shall not be
affected.
10.
NOTICE. Any written notice provided under this Agreement may be sent via overnight mail,
certified mail, hand delivery or electronic mail with delivery confirmation, to the individuals and addresses
listed below.
11.
BINDING.
This Agreement shall inure to the benefit of and be binding upon the legal
representatives and successors of the parties.
ACCEPTED AND APPROVED:
SOLITUDE LAKE MANAGEMENT, LLC.

Mission Estates

By: ______________________________

By: ______________________________

Name: __________________________

Name: ___________________________

Title: ____________________________

Title: _____________________________

Date: ___________________________

Date: ____________________________

Please Remit All Payments to:

Customer’s Address for Notice Purposes:

1320 Brookwood Drive Suite H
Little Rock AR 72202
Please Mail All Contracts to:
2844 Crusader Circle, Suite 450
Virginia Beach, VA 23453

____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
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SCHEDULE A - PLANTING INSTALLATION SERVICES
PROJECT SUMMARY: SOLitude Lake Management recommends the following work to be
completed for bank stabilization for pond 1 and 2 at Mission Estates located in Nokomis, FL.
Specifications:
1. Emergent aquatic vegetation to be installed in Ponds 1 & 2:
Quantity
Description
Plant Size
3000
Softrush (Juncus)
Bareroot
All emergent aquatics will be installed along the perimeter marked in green on the
attached map. Plantings will be installed in 3 rows approximately 1-ft. apart. 2000 plants
will be installed in pond 1 and 1000 plants will be installed in pond 2.
2. Wedelia installation on 1,000 ft. of bank will be installed in portions on the perimeter of
each pond where wedelia is not currently present.
3. Installation of rip rap on 300 sq ft. in areas marked in red on the attached map.
4. Flush cut as close to ground level as possible and treat stumps of ten small saltbush, wax
myrtle and peppers along the perimeter of each pond on the homeowner side only.
Assumptions:
1. Quote price assumes sandy soils free from rocks, weeds and debris for planting areas.
2. All planting will be performed in one mobilization and will have a staging area with
direct access to planting sites.
Permitting (when applicable):
1. SOLitude staff will be responsible for the following:
a. Obtaining any Federal, state, or local permits required to perform any work
specified in this contract where applicable.
b. Attending any public hearings or meetings with regulators as required in support
of the permitting process.
c. Filing of any notices or year-end reports with the appropriate agency as required
by any related permit.
d. Notifying the Customer of any restrictions or special conditions put on the site
with respect to any permit received, where applicable.
Customer Responsibilities:
1. Customer will be responsible for the following:
a. Providing information required for the permit application process upon request.
b. Providing Certified Abutters List for abutter notification where required.
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c. Perform any public filings or recordings with any agency or commission
associated with the permitting process, if required.
d. Compliance with any Order of Conditions or other special requirements or
conditions required by the local municipality.
e. Compliance and enforcement of temporary water-use restrictions where
applicable.
General Qualifications:
1. Company is a licensed pesticide applicator in the state in which service is to be
provided.
2. Individual Applicators are Certified Pesticide Applicators in Aquatics, Public Health,
Forestry, Right of Way, and Turf/Ornamental as required in the state in which service is
to be provided.
3. Company is a SePRO Preferred Applicator and dedicated Steward of Water. Each
individual applicator has been trained and educated in the water quality testing and
analysis required for prescriptive site-specific water quality management and utilizes an
integrated approach that encompasses all aspects of ecologically balanced
management. Each applicator has received extensive training in the proper selection,
use, and application of all aquatic herbicides, algaecides, adjuvants, and water
quality enhancement products necessary to properly treat our Customers’ lakes and
ponds as part of an overall integrated pest management program.
4. Company guarantees that all products used for treatment are EPA registered and
labeled as appropriate and safe for use in lakes, ponds, and other aquatic sites, and
are being applied in a manner consistent with their labeling.
5. All pesticide applications made directly to the water or along the shoreline for the
control of algae, aquatic weeds, or other aquatic pests as specified in this contract will
meet or exceed all of the Company’s legal regulatory requirements as set forth by the
EPA and related state agencies for NPDES and FIFRA. Companies will perform
treatments that are consistent with NPDES compliance standards as applicable in and
determined by the specific state in which treatments are made. All staff will be fully
trained to perform all applications in compliance with all federal, state, and local law.
6. Company will furnish the personnel, vehicles, boats, equipment, materials, and other
items required to provide the foregoing at its expense.
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Collaborative Pond/Wetland Team Meeting with Ron Fazzalaro, Waterford
Representative
3/16/2021
Present: Don Peterson, Kevin Spence, John Rankin, Don Christner, Sue Christner

We invited Ron to come and look at our tubes because Waterford installed theirs about
the same time and they are experiencing similar exposure problems. He reminded us
that our pond is only a retention pond that really has no stability.
He said the tubes are polyethylene and are UV protected. If we go with sod, he
suggested Floratam (St. Augustine) sod… said it would turn brown if under water too
long, but would come back.
He shared with us that they meet with a representative of Landshore regularly and
monitor Solitude’s application of weed killer.
He also said Landshore has assured him that their exposed tubes should only be
considered a cosmetic concern, not a structural issue.
We headed to Pond 2… that Geotube was installed by Erosion Barrier.
There are three areas of tube near the inflow/outflow that are bulging/falling/failing.
Also Erosion Barrier has stated in writing that the tube needs to be covered in order to
not void the warranty.

Collaborative Team Meeting with Matt Kramer, Solitude Senior Project Manager
Meeting Purpose: Discuss Solitude’s planned changes for pond care and maintenance and
suitable plantings that may be effective in protecting our tubes
3/23/21
In Attendance: John Rankin Kevin Spence, Don Peterson, Don Christner, Susan Christner
Matt’s first comment upon observation is the obvious loss of soil. He stated that constant water
fluctuation and the lack of plants close to the tube are the reasons.
After consulting with Alex Johnson (Solitude representative who met with us previously)
and from viewing, he stated that Solitude’s strategy and management approach will definitely
change in the future.
His suggestions for current pond issues:
• Using certain type of sod ‘may’ work/survive depending on water level and how
long submerged.
• There is a plant… called, Soft Rush… that works/survives well in wetter and dryer
conditions and would work well to fill the current dead-zone.
- Their root system is good for holding soil.
- Plant as close to tube as possible. 5-6 plants per foot.
- Experiment area: Will be able to tell in 30 days if plants will work
here. Recommends doing a test area in the next few weeks so if we
go this route, the pond level will still be workable if we plant entire
pond.
- 90 day warranty provided if we end up buying.
• There are some problems where the inflow and outflow areas meet in both of
our ponds. The velocity of the water in those areas during heavy rains is
removing the soil under the tubes and they are falling. Matt recommended RipRap in these areas to protect the banks.
• There is a vine-like plant… Wigelia… that is rich green bushy and would work will
on the tops of the tubes making the current weed infested grass look better
(more kept) that would help make the tube more aesthetically pleasing. The
vines would additionally creep over the side of the tubes helping with the
shading.
• Another issue Matt pointed out were the actual ‘bushes’ seen growing in the
tubes’ sod on some of the banks on the west side of both ponds. (Bottle Brush,
Wax Myrtle, Salt Bush, Brazilian Pepper) Matt said Solitude would now take care
of the problem.
• Matt mentioned the weedy “floating islands”. Solitude does not recommend
them.
Matt is going to write-up a proposal with his suggestions and mentioned that Solitude has
access to sod and salt rush.

Landshore ® Enterprises, LLC

Streambank & Shoreline protection/stabilization/reclamation

Environmental Engineering, Erosion Control, Construction Management
d/b/a Erosion Restoration, LLC

February 5, 2021

Mission Estates Homeowners Association, Inc.
Attn: Mr. Tom Ushio, Member
Sonoma Drive
Nokomis, FL 34275
Dear Mr. Ushio,

Please allow this letter to summarize our site walkthrough activities conducted on February 3, 2021, at
Mission Estates HOA, regarding the shoreline stabilization project.

As the Project Coordinator for Landshore Enterprises, LLC, I performed a follow-up review of the shoreline
stabilization project at Mission Estates HOA. During this review, it was apparent that the lake level has
dropped to an elevation below and outside of the geo-tube stabilization, as is natural with seasonal
fluctuation of water levels. The geo-tube installation itself is in good condition and does not feature any
signs of tearing, rupture, leaking or settling/movement. Once the lake returns to the water level control
elevation, there will be no exposure and the water levels will return to the established sod line.
At this time, we do not recommend any additional items for coverage (sod, plantings, rock rip-rap, etc.).
The only purpose these items would serve is aesthetics and would not contribute much to the longevity of
the installation.

If you have any additional questions, require further information, or would like to discuss this estimate, do
not hesitate to contact us at (941) 303-5238 or via email at info@landshore.com.

We look forward to having the pleasure of doing business with you.
Sincerely,

Richard C. Paolillo
Landshore® Enterprises, LLC
188 Triple Diamond Blvd, Suite A4, North Venice, Florida, 34275 •  Tel: (941) 303-5238 •  Fax: (941) 218-6113
6555 North Powerline Road, Suite 302, Fort Lauderdale, Florida, 33309 •
 Tel: (954) 327-3300 •  Fax: (954) 533-1556
 Email: info@landshore.com

